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KNOCK KNOCK: THE TRIANGLE’S MOST UNUSUAL HOUSES

Pared down perfectly
Raleigh family creates their
dream home by downsizing
BY KIM DEVINS WEISS
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Architect Richard Hall replaced the house’s front wall with glass clerestory windows and NanaWall® glass doors that
completely open the living space to the 15-by-45-foot deck. For the exterior, stained wood siding offers a warm note
among all the glass and steel.
carport, to 13 feet above the
living room at the highest
point.
Beneath this peak, Hall
replaced the house’s front
wall with glass clerestory
windows and NanaWall®
glass doors that completely
open the living space to
the 15-by-45-foot deck. For
the exterior, stained wood
siding offers a warm note
among all the glass and
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rooms seem larger.
Sleek, built-in storage
throughout the house,
created by Bo Taylor
Custom Woodworking,
was one of the renovation’s
greatest expenses yet
worth every penny, the
Kellys say, because it
eliminates the need for
extra furnishings. And
simple, pared-down
space was a high priority,
especially for Greg,
who admits to a strong
aversion to clutter and

unnecessary decoration.
The casework’s rich
wood tones also provide
a warm counterpoint to
the crisp white walls seen
throughout the house.
Besides the welcomed
benefit of lowering
property taxes and energy
use expenses, the Kellys
say their “little” house feels
much bigger than their
previous home because it
isn’t filled with furnishings
and it is so open to the
outdoors.

Laura’s father, Troy
Herring III, was an
architect who, according
to Laura, loved the
Modernist sensibility.
He died when Laura was
barely 20. After their new
house was completed, an
uncle told her that her
father would have loved it.
“That meant so much to
me,” she said.
You can see more of
Richard Hall’s work at
www.trianglemodernisthouses.com/hall.htm.

On October 27, 2013
The Herald Sun will be having a Tribute
Page for those who have loved ones
battling or who have battled cancer.

Submit your FREE
Tribute with a photo
and 25 words by
October 23, 2013
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